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Abst rac t - -A  numerical scheme is presented for the solution of the Euler eqtmtions of ccanpressible 
flow of a real gM in a single spatial coordinate. This includes flow in a duct of variable croes-section 
as well as flow with cylindrical or spherical symmetry, and can prove useful when testing codes for 
the two-dimensional equations governlnff compressible flow of a real gas. The scheme is applied with 
success to a problem involving the interaction of converging and diverging cylindrical shocks for four 
equations of state and to a problem involving the reflection of a conver~i'n~ shock. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1988, Glaister [1] proposed an approximate Pdemann solver for the one-dimensional Euler 
equations for compressible flow of a real gas, i.e., with slab symmetry. The resulting scheme 
was applied with success to a test problem involving the reflection of a shock, and a significant 
improvement in the efficiency of this scheme has recently been made [2]. For applications where 
the flow takes place in a duct of variable cross-section, it is again desirable to have such a Pdemann 
solver for such flows. In particular, it could be used to compare with results obtained from a 
two-dimensional code for compressible flows when presented with a cylindrical or spherically 
symmetric problem. In this paper we propose such a numerical scheme, and test the scheme on 
a problem involving the interaction of converging and diverging cylindrical shocks. 
In Section 2 we review the differential equations governing the flow under consideration and in 
Section 3 we discuss how these equations can be solved using flux difference splitting. In Section 4 
we give the details of the resulting numerical scheme, while in Section 5 we look at the properties 
of the scheme. Finally, in Section 6, we describe two test problems, and in Section 7 we present 
some results for the problems of Section 6 using the scheme of Section 4. 
2. EQUATIONS OF FLOW 
The 'one-dimensional' equations governing compressible flow of a real gas can be written as 
1 
p, + ~(r) (S(r)pu), = O, (2.1a) 
(p.), + = -p . ,  (2.1b) 
1 e, + -f(~CSCr)uCe +p)) ,  = O, (2.1c) 
where the equations of state relating pressure, p, to the density, p, and the specific internal energy, 
i, is given by 
p = p(p, i), (2.1d) 
and the total energy, e, is given by 
1 2 e = pi Jr ~pu , (2.1e) 
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where u is the velocity. Equations (2.1a)-(2.1c) represent a system of hyperbolic equations for 
(p, pu, e) - (p, pu, e)(r,t), where pu is the momentum, at a general position r along the duct, 
(of cross-sectional area S(r)), and at time t. The particular example S(r) - r N, represent8 slab 
symmetry, (N = 0), cylindrical symmetry, (N = 1), or spherical symmetry, (N -- 2). (N.B. The 
coordinate r is given by r = z, y /~ + y2 and ~z  2 + y2 + z 2, in the case of central symmetry 
with N = 0, 1 and 2, respectively, where z, y, z represent Cartesian coordinates.) An ideal gas is 
represented by equation (2.1d) with p = (7 - l)pi, where 7 is the ratio of specific heat capacities 
of the fluid. 
In the next section we find approximate solutions of equations (2.1a)-(2.1e); but first of all we 
rewrite them in standard 'conservation form' as 
where 
_Wt + (F(_W)), = g(_W), 
_w= ,~ , _F(W_)- p+pu 2 , 
L* 
together with (2.1d), (2.1e), and 
- -~pu 
I r g(_w) 
S ~ r U(e  +,) 
is a source term arising from the geometry. 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
(2.2c) 
3. FLUX DIFFERENCE SPLITTING 
In the case of slab symmetry, for which S = 1, equations (2.2a)-(2.2c) reduce to the one- 
dimensional Euler equations for a real gas in a single Cartesian coordinate, which can be solved 
by flux difference splitting using the approximate linearised Reimann solver developed by Glais- 
ter [1]. We shall use the similarity of equations (2.2a)-(2.2c) to the Cartesian case to develop a 
corresponding method for duct flows keeping as far as possible the valuable properties previously 
found. 
We consider a fixed grid in space and time with grid sizes At, At, respectively, and label the 
points so that rj = rj_l + At, t ,  = tn-z + At and ~ denotes the approximation to _W(r/,tn). 
Consider also the interval [rj-z, rj] and denote by W/;, _WR the approximations to W at rj-z, rj, 
respectively. We now rewrite equations (2.23) as 
OF w_, + ~-_ (w_) w_, = g_ (w_) (3.1) 
and solve approximately the associated Reimann problem 
w_, + 2(w_L, w_.)w_. = _g(_w), (3.2) 
with data _WL, _WR either side of the point rj_ ½, linearising by taking A(_Wz;,_WR) to be s constant 
matrix. We shall use the approximate form of equation (3.2), 
- -  -~Wj -1  W~ +z W~ + .4(_WL, _WR) -~ = ~(~") ,  (3.3) 
At - 7x~ - 
where A(_WL,_WR) is the matrix (3.4), _~ is an approximation to _g and P may be L or R. The 
matrix A(_WL,_WR) is an approximation to the Jacobian matrix A - ~r(IZ¢) and is constructed 
so that _FR- _FL -- A(_WL,_WR)(~/R- W£) for any finite change of state and is given by 
[ o 1 01 
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The averages of the flow variables are given by 
v~;  + v~7 ' 
where H = ~ is the total enthalpy, together with P 
A = u, i ,H, 
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(3.5a)-(3.5c) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
The average sound speed a is given by 
PPi (3.8) a 2 =/3~ +~, 
where the averages/3p,/3i of the derivatives of the equation of state (Pp,Pi) are given by 
Pi- = Pi(~, 3) J if --z--p _< 10 -m and --=--t -< 10-m' (3.9a) 
I~vl 6p } 
/3, = po(/~, 7) + [Ap[ +[Ai[ Ap otherwise, (3.9b) 
[Ail 6p 
/3~ = P'(P'I) + IAvl + JAil Ai 
6v = ~p - vp(~,,)ap - v,(~, ~)Ai, 
with 
and where m is machine dependent (see [1,3]). 
The eigenvalues of A are 
~1,2 "-- fi -I- a, 
with corresponding eigenvectors 
(3.9c) 
As ---- fi, (3.10) 
~1,2 = _~±a , ~= " 
L~ ±~a ~-~ 
(as in the standard Cartesian case when S = 1). 
(3.11) 
CN4J~ 24t11..0 
Using the above properties of A we can write equation (3.3) in such a way that the left-hand 
side has its natural conservation form, i.e., 
W~p "!'1 -W/~ + Fj -F j _  1 __~ ~(~vn), (3.12) 
At Ar - 
where 0(_W") is a suitable approximation to the term _~(W) on the right hand side of equa- 
tion (2.2a). We thus obtain 
__W~p +1 - ~ = At_0(W") - ~r (_  A t  _ __~-1). (3.13) 
Before we describe the mechanism used to update I~/" to W~j +1 we look at the approximation 
0(LL¢ "n) used for _g(W). 
Given the form for _g(W) in (2.2c), and noting that e + p = pH, one suitable approximation is
-0(L~Vn) = -P 'S-~r ' (3.14) 
using the averages in (3.5a), (3.5c) and (3.6), where ~r  = rj - r j - i ,  AS = S(rj) - S(rj-1), and 
is a suitable average for S(r) over the cell [rj-x, rj], e.g., ,~ = ~/S(rj-1)S(rj). There are, of 
course, other choices that could be made. 
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4. UPWINDING 
In the homogeneous (g - 0 3 case the procedure now is to project A_F = _Fj - _Fj-1 onto the 
eigenvectors of 2i. Each projection represents he contribution of one wave system to A F. Here 
we follow a procedure given in [3], and find the projections both of A_F = _Fj - _~-1 and also 
~(_W~). For linear conservation laws this procedure leads to a correctly 'upwinded' treatment of 
source terms. We then update W~ to W~ +1. Suppose 
3 
A W = Wj - _Wj-1 = E &' ~ '  (4.1) 
i-----1 
so that 
3 
i= l  
Since .4 has eigenvalues Xi with corresponding eigenvectors ~,  and 
(4.2) 
3 
.~(_W.,~) = 1 EA~,  (4.3) 
- Ar 
i----1 
for suitable/3i, we may write equations (3.13) as 
3 
At E ~i ~i ~,  (4.4) _~p+l  = w~ - 
i=1  
where 
5, = a, + _-3~ (4.5) 
Ai 
and P may be L or R. To update W" to V¢ "+i  , we use first order upwind differencing, i.e., for 
each cell [rj- i ,  rj], we 
At - W~ add - ~rA iS i~ to_ j  , when Ai > 0 
or  
add - ~rAi 7i ~ to Vv'f_l, when Ai < 0. 
This gives exact shock recognition for the Kiemann problem given by equations (3.2) within 
the resolution of the grid, provided that we use the previously defined local averages given by 
equations (3.5)-(3.9). 
If we follow the algebra through, we obtain 
1 Ap 
a2 (4.6a)- (4.6c)  
and 
1 __ AS /~3 = 0. (4.7a)-(4.7c) ~.~ =~p~ ~ ' 
(Note that the quantity ~ is independent of time and therefore has to be calculated only once. 
If the area changes are due to central symmetry, so that S(r) = be ~, ~ = 1,2 for cylindrical or 
spherical flow, then 
r~- - r j - t  i f  O" "-- 1, 
AS (rj~j_~)~l= ' 
~ - -  ~ r~_r  2 S : i-~ if ~ = 2. 
r j r j - x  ' 
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Since these expressions are singular when a grid point is placed at the origin, we use grids that 
straddle the origin.) 
The expressions in equations (4.6) and (4.7) have been written in terms of primitive variables 
for simplicity. The expressions for &,, &=, &3 follow those given in [1] and signify wavestrengths 
which would be generated by the data 1~-1 ,_~]  in a parallel duct. The expressions for/~,, 
f12, fls represent modifications to those wavestrengths due to area changes and only occur in the 
acoustic waves. 
To solve equations (2.2a)-(2.2c) using the finite difference approximation given by equa- 
tions (4.4) and (4.5), we use the method of upwind differencing on the three waves with wavespeeds 
A:, A2, A 3 and wavestrengths %, %, % (which will differ from the usual wavestrengths in slab 
symmetry due to the variation of S(r)). This gives the first order approximation mentioned ear- 
lier. As in [1], we can modify this scheme to be entropy satisfying and define transfers that can 
be limited using flux limiters to obtain an oscillation free scheme. Moreover, the use of particular 
flux limiters [4] will sharpen up certain features that would be smeared by using the first order 
method alone. 
5. PROPERTIES OF THE SCHEME 
In this section we discuss briefly some properties of the scheme proposed here for solving 
equations (2.2a)-(2.2c) in relation to the features that we expect o occur in this type of problem. 
( i )  If we consider the special case of constant data p7 = pn, i7 - i n (so p7 - pn) and 
n = u n = 0 (no  f low) ,  for all j at time t = nAt,  equations (4.4)-(4.5) reduce to uj
-w?  + - - o, (5.1) 
At 
yielding the correct physical solution, namely u n+k = O, pn+k = pn, (pn+k = pn). 
(ii) The scheme 'recognizes' teady states. If the data satisfies the compact residual equation 
- - -t  j _  1 = Ar#(W' ) j _ I /2 ,  for .~]l j ,  (5.2) 
then ~ = ~2 = ~s = 0 for all pairs of cells and no updating takes place. Equation (5.2) 
can be regarded as a two-point discretisation, second-order accurate at r j-t/2 of the or- 
dinary differential equations governing steady, compressible flow. This property appears 
especially valuable when shock reflection should leave behind a uniform unchanging flow. 
(iii) The scheme also 'recognizes' hock-waves. At a shock A_F = SAW for some scalar shock 
speed S and by equations (4.1) and (4.2), S is an eigenvalue of A. The projection of A W 
onto the local eigenvectors of A will be solely onto the eigenvector which corresponds to S. 
In this special case, the solution of the linearised Riemann problem given by equations (3.3) 
is exact. 
The reason that the formulation (3.3) recognizes shocks is that the right-hand side term g(W) 
does not contribute to the shock wave, essentially because it does not contain any derivatives in 
W, and therefore does not jump when integrated with respect o r. To demonstrate his point, 
suppose that the variable q jumps from qL to qR at r = ro > 0, then 
lira / dr = lim qL _~ S(r) dr + qR S(r) dr =0, 
, -O  J ,o_ ,  S(r) , - .o  ,,,o 
since S'( r ) /S(r )  is continuous. Thus, 
fro+~ 
lim / _g(_W) dr = O, (5.3) 
(by choosing q= pu, q = pu 2 and q = u(e + p), in turn), i.e., the shock speed is given by [~,  
with the right-hand side making no contribution. 
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Moreover, in terms of the three scalar problems obtained by dia4Fmalising the system given by 
equations (2.2a)-(2.2c) with .4 = ~_  a constant matrix, we have 
OVi 
~i OVi h~(W), i = 1,2,3, (5.4) 
at + 0,  = 
where 
Y -- X-I~w~ b = X- Ig ,  (5.5) 
and X is the modal matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of A with eigenvalues hi. Solutions to 
equations (5.4) and (5.5) can be represented in terms of a 'shock solution,' this being a solution of 
the homogeneous equation, i.e., equations (5.4) with _h(W) - O, and a 'source solution,' being the 
particular solution of the inhomogeneous equations (5.4) and (5.5). In effect the scheme we have 
developed solves equations (5.4)-(5.5) approximately, and thus the important 'shock solution' is 
modelled as a consequence of the construction of A. 
6. TEST  PROBLEMS 
In this section, we look at two test problems used to validate the previously described algorithm 
of Section 4 for solving equations (2.2a)-(2.2c). 
The first test problem is concerned with a converging cylindrical shock and we consider a region 
0 < r < 200 for the cylindrically symmetric ase given by equations (2.2a)-(2.2c) with S(r)  - r. 
Initially, a cylindrical diaphragm of radius r : 100 separates two uniform regions of gas at rest. 
The initial conditions are p -- 4, p -- 4 in the outer region, and p -- 1, p - 1 in the inner region. 
When the diaphragm is removed at t : 0, a converging shock wave followed by a converging 
contact discontinuity moves towards the axis, r "- 0, and a diverging rarefaction wave moves 
outwards. The shock accelerates as it approaches the axis of symmetry and is reflected from the 
axis, interacts with the contact discontinuity (still converging), which results in a transmitted 
shock, a converging contact discontinuity and a weak converging reflected shock. 
The second test problem is concerned with a converging and a diverging cylindrical shock in 
the same region. Initially, two cylindrical diaphragms of radii r -- 50 and r - 150 separate three 
uniform regions of gas at rest. The initial conditions are p - 4, p : 4 in the inner and outer 
regions, and p -- 1, p - 1 in the middle region. When the diaphragms are removed at t -- 0, a 
converging shock wave, followed by a converging contact discontinuity moves towards the axis, 
r - 0, and a diverging shock wave, followed by a diverging contact discontinuity moves away 
from the axis. The shocks subsequently interact, resulting in a diverging shock wave weakening 
in strength, together with a converging shock wave increasing in strength. Each of these shocks 
then interact with the corresponding contact discontinuity, as in Problem 1, and this results, for 
each interaction, in a transmitted shock, a weak reflected shock and a contact discontinuity. 
Each problem is tested for four equations of state: 
(a) ideal gas 
p = (3`- 1)pi, 
where we take the ratio of specific heat capacities 3  `to be 1.4 corresponding to a diatomic 
gas; 
(b) stiffened gas (sometimes used for a liquid) 
p = B (~-  -1 )  + (3` - l ) , i ,  
where we take B = 1, Po = 1, 3' = 1.4; 
(c) covolume (used in connection with combustion environments) 
(3`- 1)pi 
P--  1 -pb  ' 
where we take b -- 0.2, 3  `= 1.4; and 
(d) two molecular vibrating gas 
(3` - 1)pp = (3` -  1)pi, 
p "t" exp(pp/p)  - 1 
where we take 7 = 1.4 and ~s -- 0.5902 which corresponds molecular oxygen at 2000K. 
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7. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section we exhibit the numerical results obtained for the test problems described in 
Section 6 using the scheme described in Section 4. 
Figures 1-4 refer to the first problem of the previous ection with equations (a)-(d), respec- 
tively, using a second order scheme with the 'superbee' limiter [4] and 200 mesh points. Three 
output times have been featured. For each equation of state, we observe the development of the 
shock and contact discontinuity, the reflection of the shock, and the interaction of the shock with 
the contact discontinuity. The results for equation (a) compare favorably with results produced 
using a more complex algorithm [5]. 
The c.p.u, time required to compute the results on an Amdahl V/7 was found to be as follows: 
with 200 mesh points it took 0.04 c.p.u, seconds to compute one time step, and a total of 8.64 
c.p.u, seconds to reach a real time of 54.0 using 216 time steps. 
Figures 5-8 refer to the second problem of the previous ection with equations (a)--(d), respec- 
tively, again using 200 mesh points and a second order scheme with 'superbee' hmiter. Three 
output times have again been featured. For each equation of state, we observe the development 
of the shocks and contact discontinuities, the interaction of the shocks, and the subsequent inter- 
action of each shock with a contact discontinuity, resulting in transmitted and reflected shocks 
and contact discontinuities. 
A minor modification to our algorithm allows for a variable (adaptive) time step and gives the 
ability to decrease the total amount of computing time used. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
We have extended the one-dimensional version of Glaister's cheme [2] to obtain a new scheme 
that includes cylindrically and spherically symmetric problems. We have shown how these prob- 
lems break away from standard 'conservation' form and thus give rise to source terms, and that 
with the approach outlined in Section 4 we can achieve satisfactory results on two standard test 
problems. The main features of this scheme are 
(i) it can be used for cylindrically or spherically symmetric problems with confidence, and 
(ii) it can be used as a comparison with results from two-dimensional schemes by choosing a 
large number of mesh points for accuracy and not be expensive on computing. 
The scheme can also be used for general duct flows. 
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